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①Mini Purifying ①Mini Purifying 
Cleanser



Main function: sonic vibration + anti-glare night light Function: 

1. At 7,500 times per minute, skin-penetrating sonic pulse power helps 
deep clean skin; helps you get rid of dead skin cells, open clogged pores 
and remove dirt, greasy and greasy skin. Residual cosmetics make the skin and remove dirt, greasy and greasy skin. Residual cosmetics make the skin 
smoother and more delicate; regain youthful radiance. (High, middle and 
low third gear) 

2. Night light: Long press for 6 seconds to turn on the night light function, 
using the latest technology of anti-glare as the night light function, soft and 
warm, comfortable all night.

glare night light Function: 

penetrating sonic pulse power helps 
deep clean skin; helps you get rid of dead skin cells, open clogged pores 
and remove dirt, greasy and greasy skin. Residual cosmetics make the skin and remove dirt, greasy and greasy skin. Residual cosmetics make the skin 
smoother and more delicate; regain youthful radiance. (High, middle and 
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glare as the night light function, soft and 



②Hot and cold 
skin rejuvenation 

device
skin rejuvenation 

device



Main functions: 

thermal effect + ice effect + vibration effect:
1,Alternate cold and hot skin care, improve skin contractility and soothing 
power, and enhance skin elasticity.

2,Lymphatic drainage: open to 42℃ can be used for lymphatic drainage 
behind the neck and ears to improve blood circulation.

3. Acoustic vibration helps the skin to open the cell-cell gap, enhance cell 3. Acoustic vibration helps the skin to open the cell-cell gap, enhance cell 
vitality, accelerate metabolism, export harmful substances, and import 
nutrients required by the skin, so that every cell of the skin can move and 
maintain a young state.

4. Thermal effect: three levels of thermal temperature of 38
42℃ penetrate into the skin, rejuvenate the skin, enhance skin elasticity, 
improve skin tone, and make it tender and plump.5. Ice sensation effect: 10 
℃, 8 ℃, 6 ℃ three-level ice sensation experience, shrink pores, tighten skin, 
reduce redness and swelling, relieve fatigue, calm and soothe, help skin 
restore balance and maintain vitality.

thermal effect + ice effect + vibration effect:
1,Alternate cold and hot skin care, improve skin contractility and soothing 
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improve skin tone, and make it tender and plump.5. Ice sensation effect: 10 
level ice sensation experience, shrink pores, tighten skin, 
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③ Ice warm 
eye protectoreye protector



Main function: 

vibration massage + warming and relaxing + cold and soothingFunction: 

1,This instrument uses 3D concave arc anti-aging technology, close to the 
eyes, gentle and soothing, 9,000 micro-vibration massages per minute, 
equivalent to nearly 10,000 patting massages, in a non-traumatic and painless 
way, accelerates metabolism and promotes circulation. One machine to 
improve all eye problems.

2,38-42 degrees thermal effect: heat penetration, mild heat awakens eye 
vitality, promotes collagen synthesis, improves eye microcirculation, and 
improves eye dryness. Use with eye cream can effectively delay the aging 
condition of eye area, with sound wave vibration mode , Moisturize and 
soothe the fatigue caused by excessive eye use. For people who stay up late, 
condition of eye area, with sound wave vibration mode , Moisturize and 
soothe the fatigue caused by excessive eye use. For people who stay up late, 
swipe the screen and overuse their eyes. Used in conjunction with eye care 
essence, it can effectively repel fine lines, eliminate bubble eyes and dark 
circles. Rejuvenates the regenerative function of the eye skin and reproduces 
bright eyes.

3,10-14 degree ice sensation effect: It can be adjusted to a suitable ice 
sensation experience according to the needs of each person, soothing and 
calming, and effective physical cooling, so that the eyes are immediately 
refreshed and soothed. For people who overuse the eyes, reduce intraocular 
pressure, reduce redness and swelling, alternate use of ice and heat, which 
can instantly accelerate the metabolic cycle, and can also quickly contract the 
blood vessels, improve the protection of the skin around the eyes, and inject 
dry and dull skin around the eyes Lots of vitality and brilliance.
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④ Intelligent ④ Intelligent 

temperature control 

hot Maggie



Main function: 

RF radio frequency (radio wave lifting)

effect:

1. Rapid and deep warming, stimulate collagen to regenerate.

2. Regular use makes the skin's collagen continue to be produced 

and the skin maintains a youthful state.

3. Multi-point gold-plated beauty head, environmentally friendly 3. Multi-point gold-plated beauty head, environmentally friendly 

and non-toxic.

4. Intelligent temperature sensing, contact start, safety, power 

saving and high efficiency.

5. The three intensity output modes of high, medium and low 

grades adapt to the skin types of various people.

6. Safety, non-surgical, non-invasive, non-anaesthesia, no injection, 

no pain, no wound, no need for recovery period, high security.

1. Rapid and deep warming, stimulate collagen to regenerate.

2. Regular use makes the skin's collagen continue to be produced 

plated beauty head, environmentally friendly plated beauty head, environmentally friendly 

4. Intelligent temperature sensing, contact start, safety, power 

5. The three intensity output modes of high, medium and low 

anaesthesia, no injection, 

no pain, no wound, no need for recovery period, high security.



⑤Skin Sculpt ing  

ApparatusApparatus



Main function: 

EMS micro current + RF radio frequency + intelligent 

induction red lighteffect:

1. RF collagen polymerization technology enhances cell 

activity, promotes muscle movement, and restores skin 

elasticity; accelerates the blood circulation of tiny blood 

vessels, enhances cell permeability, so that nutrients can be 

effectively supplied to muscle tissue and dermis;

2. The EMS microwave current makes the electric stimulation 

penetrate deep into the subcutaneous tissue to the muscle, which 

helps to repair the skin elastic fiber and collagen layer tissue, so 

as to achieve firmness and lift, reduce wrinkles, promote skin 

metabolism, improve the absorption capacity of skin care 

products, and reshape the contours. , Reverse muscle age.

3. Biosensing red light: easily absorbed by the skin, resonating 

when touching the skin, causing the warming effect of the skin.
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⑥ Shining ⑥ Shining 

winker device



Main function: 

biological micro-electricity + warming modeeffect:

1. Using bio-microelectronics technology, it can improve 

the skin problems around the eyes in an all-

repel the dullness, and seal the shiny eyes.

2. The temperature rises quickly in two seconds to tighten 

the eye bags, smooth the fine lines at the end of the the eye bags, smooth the fine lines at the end of the 

eyes, and freeze the youthful time without any trace.

3. Three modes of rhythmic massage, relieving pressure 

points to awaken the eye area and diminish dark 

circles.

4. The ergonomic operating head provides a 360

comfortable experience for the eyes and promotes the 

absorption of nutrient essence.

electricity + warming modeeffect:
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-round way, 

2. The temperature rises quickly in two seconds to tighten 

the eye bags, smooth the fine lines at the end of the the eye bags, smooth the fine lines at the end of the 

eyes, and freeze the youthful time without any trace.

3. Three modes of rhythmic massage, relieving pressure 

points to awaken the eye area and diminish dark 

4. The ergonomic operating head provides a 360-degree 

comfortable experience for the eyes and promotes the 



⑦Multifunctional 

muscle shaping 

⑦Multifunctional 

muscle shaping 

instrument



Main function: 

EMS+RF+positive ion+color light+vibrationeffect:

1EMS: This machine adopts a low-frequency and low

the characteristics of facial skin, 8 specially arranged electrode heads work together in a 

full range and a wide range. The unique firming and lifting function of EMS can reduce 

the effect of fine lines The skin undergoes a strong metabolic cycle, quickly opens the 

skin barrier, and helps effective nutrients penetrate to the bottom of the muscle.

2. RF: Different from general high-heat radio frequency, constant temperature RF 

continuously outputs radio frequency energy, which makes the skin feel more 

comfortable and will not damage the skin tissue. It has the characteristics of stable heat, 

uniform distribution and comprehensive effects. Continuous output, uninterrupted heat uniform distribution and comprehensive effects. Continuous output, uninterrupted heat 

penetrates into the bottom of the skin, speeds up the metabolic cycle of the muscle 

bottom, injects RF energy into the cells, activates the regeneration and reconstruction of 

collagen, makes the skin plump and plump, improves the rough skin and makes the skin 

more elastic and shiny .

3. Positive ion: The three-stage adjustable +ION positive ion cleaning mode can 

effectively discharge excess oil, unblock skin ducts, avoid clogging of pores, cooperate 

with microwave vibration, strengthen the discharge of dirt, help aging keratin 

metabolism, and gently loosen acne deep in pores , Relieve the skin oily acne 

regeneration, truly deep cleansing.

4. Color light: red light-wrinkle removal; promote collagen regeneration; green light

inhibit excessive production of melanin; blue light-shrink pores, calm and soothe 

yellow light-brighten skin tone, pink light-whiten skin

EMS+RF+positive ion+color light+vibrationeffect:

frequency and low-voltage EMS mode. According to 

the characteristics of facial skin, 8 specially arranged electrode heads work together in a 

full range and a wide range. The unique firming and lifting function of EMS can reduce 

the effect of fine lines The skin undergoes a strong metabolic cycle, quickly opens the 

skin barrier, and helps effective nutrients penetrate to the bottom of the muscle.

heat radio frequency, constant temperature RF 

continuously outputs radio frequency energy, which makes the skin feel more 

comfortable and will not damage the skin tissue. It has the characteristics of stable heat, 

uniform distribution and comprehensive effects. Continuous output, uninterrupted heat uniform distribution and comprehensive effects. Continuous output, uninterrupted heat 

penetrates into the bottom of the skin, speeds up the metabolic cycle of the muscle 

bottom, injects RF energy into the cells, activates the regeneration and reconstruction of 

collagen, makes the skin plump and plump, improves the rough skin and makes the skin 

stage adjustable +ION positive ion cleaning mode can 

effectively discharge excess oil, unblock skin ducts, avoid clogging of pores, cooperate 

with microwave vibration, strengthen the discharge of dirt, help aging keratin 

metabolism, and gently loosen acne deep in pores , Relieve the skin oily acne 

wrinkle removal; promote collagen regeneration; green light-

shrink pores, calm and soothe 

whiten skin



⑧ Vibration 

massage comb

⑧ Vibration 

massage comb



Main function: 

EMS + negative  ion + infrared + vibration 

(working time: 15 minutes)effect:

1. The powerful import function of  EMS+negative ions 

makes the maintenance products easier to be absorbed 

by the scalp.

2. The warming effect of infrared light waves (42. The warming effect of infrared light waves (4

microns) promotes hair growth, activates scalp cells, 

and promotes circulatory metabolism. It is called 

"fertility light" and is suitable for daily maintenance of 

people with hair loss.

3. Vibration massage function can refresh the mind, 

dredge the meridian points, and is more suitable for 

sub-healthy people.
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